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ISCON IMAGING, INC. ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH BEIJING RITCHIE
LINK TECHNOLOGY CO, LTD.
Woburn, Mass., September 24, 2014 - ISCON IMAGING, INC., a manufacturer of patented infrared
(IR) imaging based personnel screening systems for the global security market, has joined with Beijing
Ritchie Link Technology Co, Ltd. (www.ritchielink.com/ritchielink/en/info/) a distributor and
manufacturer of security inspection equipment, to bring ISCON’s technology to mainland China.
Iscon’s products will be marketed for use in the retail/distribution, R&D, customs, banking and law
enforcement industries. Kathy Tighe, the Director of Sales and Marketing stated: “We are very pleased
to have the chance to work with a strong mainland Chinese distributor like Beijing Ritchie Link. With
their long term customer relationships and many years of security experience in China we are excited
at the opportunities this will open for Iscon’s revolutionary screening technology.”
Beijing Ritchie Link brings years of experience in a number of Chinese security markets providing the
highest quality inspection equipment. Beijing Ritchie Link provides a wide range of products ranging
from hand-held metal detectors to explosives detectors and x-ray inspection systems in order to keep
customer assets secure.
About ISCON Imaging:
Founded in 2006, ISCON Imaging provides safe, high-resolution, whole-body scanners that quickly
identify concealed items without radiation or violating personal privacy. ISCON Imaging’s products
help protect employees and other tangible assets.
ISCON’s patented thermo-conductive technology combines infrared (IR) and heat transfer for
high-resolution imaging without harmful ionizing radiation. The camera sees the thermal imprints of
concealed objects against the clothing providing high quality images for the operator.
About Beijing Ritchie Link
Beijing Ritchie Link Technology Co., Ltd., is a hi-tech enterprise specializing in the manufacture and
selling of security inspection equipment, EOD equipment, etc. The company is located in Beijing, China
and registered in ZhongGuanCun. The company is dedicated to provide the security and safety
equipment to police, armed police, airport and other law enforcement agencies of the government in
China.
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